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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents how a company can design a synchronous manufacturing system in an
environment as complex as a large job shop. Because the job shop has many unique features such as
shared processing resources over many product lines and the fact that many of the products are made to
order, it is not feasible to use existing literature with regards to synchronous manufacturing systems on
single product lines. This thesis uses the theory of constraints as proposed by Eliyahu Goldratt as a
baseline and then modifies its use to meet the needs of the large job shop.
When analyzing the large job shop using the theory of constraints, one finds that constraints are
defined as much by manufacturing policy as by process capacities. This combination of policy and process
constraints creates the need to define several types of constraints. These constraints are single product
constraints, multiple product constraints, and plant capacity constraints. An increase in the capacity in each
of the types of constraints results in different benefits to the plant.
In addition to using the theory of constraints to analyze throughput, the thesis analyzes inventory
management using Goldratt's drum-buffer-rope system. This system allows for the development of tools
which can be used to continuously improve the synchronous manufacturing system. In order to measure
the benefits of a synchronous manufacturing system, the thesis calculates several costs, such as inventory
holding costs, inventory obsolescence costs, strategic costs, quality costs, and environmental costs. All
costs are calculated in dollars with the exception of environmental costs which include mass of air
emissions as well as utility dollar costs.
Finally, the thesis asserts that, in addition to designing a synchronous manufacturing system for
the large job-shop, there are many difficulties in implementation. The thesis claims that changing from a
batch and queue manufacturing system to one of synchronous manufacturing is a change of corporate
culture and manufacturing strategy and therefore must be supported by an entire change in thinking which
values systematic thinking to increase manufacturing flexibility in addition to traditional throughput
oriented values.
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Chapter 1 -- Introduction
The theory of constraints [Goldratt and Fox, 1984] applies very cleanly when a
manufacturing facility is structured by product or flow lines. In this case, a group of
machines work together to produce a particular product or product family and no other.
The constraint can be identified by its production capacity relative to the other machines
in the product line. One of the main challenges of applying the theory of constraints in a
job shop environment is that machines are constantly being shared between product lines
or families. This is not a complication when the machine is a non-constraint. However,
when the machine is a constraint, and it is shared between products, management policy
regarding which products are more valuable becomes critical. This paper identifies
several unique aspects to the job shop environment and proposes ways to modify existing
theories to meet those unique needs.
1.1 PLANT BACKGROUND
The plant in this study is an Aluminum Company of America (ALCOA)
aluminum processing plant. The plant has been in existence for more than 50 years and
has grown steadily during that time. The plant currently employs approximately 2,000
hourly workers.
As part of its growing process, the plant has had to endure many business cycles.
In order to do so, management has made it a point to retain the capabilities for processing
aluminum to suit many uses. In doing so, the plant is able to shift its production between
markets as market demand changes, thus reducing the variability associated with a single
market. Because of the large capital expenditures associated with increasing metal
processing capacity, the plant has added one machine at a time as the need arose. This
piecemeal growth, accompanied with the desire to manufacture a wide array of products,
led the plant to grow as a job-shop, not as an increasing number of manufacturing lines.
Even as the 90's passed and a growing number of companies began to focus on
particular markets well suited for their core competencies, management persists with its
strategy of manufacturing a wide array of products. There is a strong belief within upper
management that a diverse product mix offering will support the plant through future
business cycles.
Along with realizing the advantages of providing a wide product range,
management faces many of the challenges associated with operating a large job-shop.
One challenge is that equipment is extremely costly, leading it to be designed and
operated to produce large batches, taking advantage of economies of scale. Additionally,
because the plant is a large job-shop, the measurement systems that have been in place
measure production at each individual machine. The more metal processed by a
particular machine, the better the performance evaluation. This combination of large
batch runs and local measurement systems lead to very large inventory and long lead
times.
1.2 THE NEED FOR CHANGE
By choosing to provide such a wide variety of products, plant management has
created a way to deal with business cycles. However, at the same time, management has
created the risk of providing so many products that it is difficult to keep up with
increased competition for each product line. This large job-shop faces some business
threat from other large plants producing a full array of products; however, those plants
will face the same risks as the plant in this study. Similar to the large steel plants of the
70's, this plant faces a larger threat of becoming uncompetitive one product line at a time
as numerous smaller competitors focus on producing and delivering a single product.
Even though these smaller plants face the risk of supplying a narrower market, they are
able to focus their efforts on creating value for a specific type of customer. At the time of
this study, the plant was performing quite well, and not losing market share to smaller
producers; however, it is believed that small producers still present the largest long-term
business threat to the large job-shop.
At the same time that competitors are focusing on taking business from the large
job-shop, one product at a time, there is another factor pushing the need for change.
Because customers are operating with less inventory themselves, they have been
requiring a broader variety of metal and have been ordering smaller batch sizes of metal
delivered more frequently. These demands are very difficult for a plant to meet when its
machines have been constructed to process large batch runs of a single product.
In order to face increased competition and to create the value its customers
demand, the large job-shop must either focus on a smaller number of products or operate
differently. Reducing the number of products produced eliminates the advantage of
operating a job-shop and runs the risk of becoming a commodity, rather than a make to
order, producer. Changing the method of operating, however, retains the job-shop
advantage of producing a wide variety of products made to order and allows the plant to
compete effectively with several different competitors at the same time. In smaller job
shops, changing the method of operation may be relatively easily accomplished by
moving or modifying old equipment. However, because, in the large job shop, it can be
more expensive to move or modify current machines compared to purchasing new ones, it
is forced to either work with the equipment in its current state or undertake costly capital
improvements. This thesis explains how one can use the Theory of Constraints (TOC)
and synchronous manufacturing theory [Umble and Srikanth, 1990], [Burgess and
Srikanth, 1989] to design and implement a synchronous manufacturing system within the
constraints of the large job-shop.
1.3 MANAGEMENT'S SUPPORT OF CHANGE
At the time of this study, a new plant manager was in the process of transforming
this job-shop to a series of flow shops. In the process, the traditional functional
organization of the past was flattened and transformed into a matrix type organization.
This transition from job-shop to flow shop was underway at the start of this study and
management was very supportive of the efforts, including my own, to analyze the plant as
a system, make recommendations for improvement, and actually implement the
improvements. In short, the plant was under significant change, supportive of my efforts,
and eager to hear of my findings.
1.4 THESIS ORGANIZATION
The lessons learned at the Aloca plant are applicable to the generic large job-shop.
In order to provide clear illustrations of the learnings, the thesis creates a fictional
manufacturing facility referred to as Tim's Metal Finishing Company.
Chapter one provides the background of the plant on which this study is based as
well as how changing competition and markets are forcing plants to change. Chapter two
provides some background theory of Synchronous Manufacturing as developed by
Eliyahu Goldratt. Once the reader has an understanding of synchronous manufacturing
theory, chapter three describes the specific application of synchronous manufacturing
theory to the job-shop environment. In short it describes how to create and analyze
virtual product lines within the job-shop. Chapter four provides an analysis of inventory
costs and benefits. Chapter five provides the reader with an analysis of issues impacting
on-time delivery. Chapter six addresses some of the cultural issues with implementing
such a large scale change. Chapter seven provides a summary and conclusions of this
paper.
Chapter 2 -- Synchronous Manufacturing Theory
This chapter provides the reader with some background in the field of the Theory
of Constraints as advanced by Eliyahu Goldratt. [Goldratt and Fox, 1986] It is essential
that the reader is somewhat familiar with these ideas as they are the foundation of the
analysis applied in this paper.
2.1 THEORY OF CONSTRAINTS
The Theory of Constraints is based upon the belief that there is a single factor
which restrains the advancement of an entire system. If we are able to identify that factor
and improve it, the entire system will improve. Additionally, improvements made in
factors which are not the restricting one will result in little or no improvement to the
entire system.
One popular example of the theory of constraints is an analogy to a troop of
marching soldiers. The goal of this troop is to march from one location to another as
quickly as possible. However, the entire troop does not arrive at its destination unless
every soldier does. Therefore, in order to improve the ability of the troop to march to its
final destination, we need to increase the speed of the slowest soldier. If we increase
his/her speed, we increase the ability of the entire troop to march more quickly.
Likewise, if we increase the speed of a soldier who is not the slowest, the speed of the
entire troop will not increase.
We can expand the analogy of the troop of marching soldiers to explain some of
the workings of a manufacturing facility. Much like the troop of soldiers who each must
cover a portion of ground before the troop covers that ground, a manufacturing facility
must perform a series of processes before it can sell a finished product. Additionally, just
as the first soldier must cover ground before any other soldier can, the first manufacturing
process must be performed before any other can proceed. In other words, the
manufacturing process as well as the troop of soldiers has a designated ordering to it. So,
as a troop of soldiers increases its speed by increasing the speed of its slowest soldier, a
manufacturing facility increases its throughput by increasing the throughput of the
process with the least capacity.
2.2 INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Historically, manufacturing companies have placed high emphasis on throughput
issues for you cannot sell what you cannot make. However, until relatively recently,
American manufacturing companies have not placed as much emphasis on inventory
management. But, as competition has increased and power has shifted from sellers to
buyers, the importance of inventory has risen for several reasons.
When there are more suppliers of a product, buyers can afford to be more
selective as to the products they purchase. This has forced companies to offer a much
wider selection of product lines as the "one size fits all" products lose their advantages.
Offering a wider variety of products means that companies must manufacture a wider
variety of products. However, customers tend to buy a variety of products at the same
time whereas manufacturing tends to produce a single product at a time. In order to deal
with this issue, suppliers have chosen to hold a large amount of inventory. Inventory
causes delays in the responsiveness of manufacturing as companies must "fill the
distribution pipeline" every time they change a product line. This is critical for
companies where time to market is important. These delays often result in excess of
product that is not in demand and stockouts of high demand products, both of which
result in less customer value and increased finished goods inventory at the plant. Short
lead times allow a plant to counter this effect. Additionally, the amount of inventory is
directly proportional to the amount of time it takes a company to deliver special ordered
products (Little's Law). Shorter lead times can create value for customers by allowing
quicker delivery as a variety of factors contributing to delays are reduced.
Another disadvantage of carrying inventory is it reduces product quality by
causing feedback delays in the manufacturing and sales information, which is critical to
operating a manufacturing plant. If there is a week of inventory between two processes,
the downstream process will not learn of any defects until a week after they have been
created. This makes it very difficult to find the cause of the defect. Additionally, there is
a good chance that much, if not all, of the inventory between the two processes is
defective. A plant with less inventory is much more likely to find the cause of its quality
problems and correct them when compared to a plant with high inventory and long
feedback delays. More so, the plant with less inventory will have fewer defective parts
when a quality problem should occur.
One final reason for carrying as little inventory as possible is that inventory is
expensive to carry. By reducing inventory, companies are able to convert inventory to
cash and increase their working capital. Most companies have determined a "cost of
holding inventory" (expressed in percentages per year) which they feel is indicative of
their cost of capital as well as some of the risks listed above. The purpose of this section
is not to discuss the accuracy of the percentages, but to acknowledge that holding
inventory incurs costs.
2.2.1 Single Piece Flow
Recently, there has been much written concerning cellular manufacturing and
single piece flow of material through a plant [Costanza, 1994], [Womack, 1996].
Whereas there have been several companies which have been successful at reducing
product lead times and increasing product quality by converting to cellular manufacturing
and single piece flow, there are several other companies which face difficult challenges in
implementing a system such as this.
A cellular manufacturing system assumes that a plant will have a group of
machines dedicated to producing a predetermined family of products. And, although this
is relatively easy to accomplish if a facility produces a small product range or if it is
possible to purchase several small machines with the same capabilities and equivalent
price of large capacity equipment, for the job-shop environment there are several
difficulties. One such difficulty is that the very strategic strength of a job-shop is that it is
able to produce a wide variety of products. Restricting the amount of products a job shop
is willing to produce in order to achieve cellular manufacturing may undermine one of the
plant's overall strengths. Another difficulty some job-shops lies in the fact that most of
the current capital is very expensive and has been designed and built to process material
in very large batches. In order to implement cellular manufacturing, the plant would have
to redesign and repurchase much of its capital base. For capital intensive industries, such
a large change may be too expensive. This is not to say that cellular design should not be
considered for large job-shops. Large job-shops must consider smaller, more flexible
machinery for any future capital expenditures, but to replace all current capital is
prohibitive.
Another necessity of cellular manufacturing is that the machines are located near
each other in order to form the cell. For some pieces of equipment, it may be relatively
routine to move them about. However, for large pieces of equipment, it may cost several
million dollars to move a single piece of equipment much less an entire plant. The cost
of moving equipment can restrict a facility's ability to achieve cellular manufacturing.
In summary, cellular design has proven to be very effective in reducing lead
times, improving product quality, and increasing flexibility and should be considered for
any future capital expenditures. However, this conversion may take an extremely long
time if most capital in place is durable. For the large job shop environment, a solution
which is less capital intensive and is possible to implement in a shorter time horizon is
needed.
2.2.2 Drum-Buffer-Rope
One inventory system solution which is applicable to the large job shop has been
designed and called "Drum-Buffer Rope"(DBR) by Eliyahu Goldratt. In order to
understand the ideas behind it, we once again return to the analogy of a troop of marching
soldiers.
For the troop of marching soldiers, the amount of inventory in a plant is
represented by the spreading of the soldiers. The larger the distance from the first soldier
to the last, the larger the "inventory" of the troop. This raises the question, "How do we
allow the soldiers to march as quickly as possible in as tight a formation as possible?".
One solution to this problem has been to tie each of the soldiers together. By doing this
we predetermine the largest distance the troop is allowed to spread. However, we have
also created a tie between two soldiers neither of which is our slowest soldier.
Remembering that it is the slowest soldier which determines the maximum speed our
troop marches at, these ropes may create an artificial constraint on the troop.
Transferring this analogy to a manufacturing plant, tying a rope between soldiers is
analogous to setting a maximum inventory between each machine, with the length of each
rope being the amount of possible inventory between any two processes. This system has
been very successful in Japan and is called a Kanban system.
The DBR system is an extension of the Kanban system. Rather than tying
soldiers together, another way to keep them from spreading is to give the slowest soldier
a drum. As the slowest soldier moves, he beats the drum so that all other soldiers know
the pace of the unit. This keeps the other soldiers from moving at their own pace and
spreading out the troop. Additionally, the troop can only move as quickly as the slowest
soldier does. In order to prevent variations in the speed of the soldiers in front of the
slowest soldier from slowing down the slowest soldier, we include a buffer space in front
of the slowest soldier. This way, if one of the faster soldiers should stumble and regain
himself before the slowest soldier's progress is hindered, there will be no effect on the
troop's speed. However, we do not want the soldiers to spread indefinitely, therefore we
must have some limit to the buffer. In order to control the spreading of the troop, we can
attach a rope from the slowest soldier to the first soldier. We have now effectively
limited the spreading of the troop. Additionally, we do not have to worry about the
soldiers behind the slowest soldier because, although they will spread some due to
variations in individual speed, they have the capability of catching the slowest soldier
(and therefore the troop) if they fall behind, but they will never impede the speed of the
slowest soldier. Note that if all soldiers were tied together, such as the Kanban system,
two soldiers behind the slowest soldier have the ability of unnecessarily stop the troop if
they should stumble.
Expanding this analogy to the manufacturing environment provides us with the
basis for a powerful inventory management system. In section 2.1, I have discussed the
Theory of Constraints. The constraining machine in the plant is analogous to the slowest
soldier. Therefore, the pace of the constraint process should be the "drum" of the system
dictating the pace of the entire plant. The "buffer" in the plant is the amount of inventory
in the system which prevents the constraint from running out of work. This is the amount
of inventory between the material release point (usually the first process in the plant) and
the constraint. The "rope" dictates that this is a pull system. The amount of inventory
between the material release point and the constraint has a maximum limit. As the
constraint processes material, it will pull material from the material release point. The
implications of this system are that there need only be tight control over material release
and constraint operation. All other machines should process material until they run out of
work.
One additional advantage the DBR method has over the Kanban method is the
manner in which process variability is mitigated. DBR looks at all variability occurring
between the material release point and the constraint as system variability whereas
Kanban analyzes the variability between two processes regardless of whether one is the
constraint or not. The effect of the DBR view is a smoothing of variability of process
performance. Much like holding a diverse portfolio of stocks is less volatile than holding
an individual stock, the combined variability of all machines upstream of the constraint is
less than the summation of the variability for each individual process. Therefore, in order
to protect against variability, the DBR system holds enough inventory between the
material release point and the constraint to mitigate the system variability. In contrast,
the Kanban system holds enough inventory to mitigate variability between each machine
even when that variability has no effect on throughput.
2.3 SUMMARY
In this chapter, I have introduced the Theory of Constraints and the Drum-Buffer-
Rope inventory management system as designed by Eliyahu Goldratt. The underlying
concept of the theory of constraints is that there is a single factor which inhibits the
performance of the entire system. If we can determine what this factor is, we can focus
efforts to improve it and, thus, improve the performance of the entire system. If our
efforts go towards improving non-constraining factors, we will have little or no impact on
the performance of the entire system.
Whereas the Theory of Constraints is applicable to many manufacturing facilities,
inventory control systems must be tailored to meet the specific needs of each
manufacturing plant and to each market being sold. One successful inventory
management system incorporates cellular processing and single piece flow. This system
has been implemented in a number of facilities, but it presents some difficulties for plants
which offer a wide variety of products and are capital intensive. Unfortunately, large job
shops have both of these properties and therefore seek another system better suited to
their needs. One such inventory management system is the Drum-Buffer-Rope system as
it does not require the movement or purchase of new capital and is not limited by the size
of the product line offered. The DBR system is based on the belief that the only reason to
hold work in process (WIP) inventory is to keep the constraint from running out for work.
For this reason, the two main issues are the system WIP before the constraint and the
throughput of the constraint. All other machines simply operate until they run out of
work.
Chapter 3 -- Application of the Theory of Constraints
Understanding the Theory of Constraints allows one to conceptualize how a plant
making a single product type would find its bottleneck (constraint) and design a DBR
inventory system. Unfortunately, manufacturing plants are never this simple. Most make
more than a single product and many have very difficult process flow diagrams. The
term spaghetti diagram is sometimes used to describe these complicated process flow
diagrams. The plant which this study is based on has very complicated process flows
resulting in a large spaghetti diagram.
In order to provide an example of how to apply the theory of constraints in a job-
shop environment, we will examine a fictitious company named Tim's Metal Finishing
Company (Tim's). Tim's started out as a tool making facility consisting of many
processes including metal softening, specialty cooling, machining, deburring, grinding,
surface preparation, and painting. Additionally, some of Tim's newer products must be
100% inspected and tested whereas others have already had quality build in and therefore
skip this step. As Tim's business increased, it became apparent that there was demand
for specific processes Tim's performed aside from demand for tools, specifically metal
softening and surface preparation. Tim's decided to perform some contracting for these
services in addition to producing tools. As Tim's is currently operating as a job-shop, it
is suffering from high inventory, long lead times, and poor delivery performance.
When analyzing Tim's as a group of machines which process parts independently,
it is difficult to see how production at one resource effects the production of another.
"Wandering bottlenecks" and "difficult product mixes" are used by Tim's workers to
explain why production capacity seems to vary widely. However, by looking at Tim's as
different "product lines" rather than a single group of machines, we are able to gain a
much greater understanding of it as a manufacturing system.
This chapter provides an example of applying TOC to Tim's as well as the special
modifications one can make to TOC in order to tailor it to this job-shop environment.
3.1 IDENTIFYING FLOWPATHS
One of the first difficulties in applying TOC to a job-shop is that there are several
different processes material undergoes depending on the final product. In order to handle
this difficulty we must group our products together depending on what processes they
undergo. In other words, we must separate our soldiers into different troops. Each
combination of processes is called a flowpath. Flowpaths are "virtual processing lines"
comprised of each machine used in the manufacturing process (in the order in which it is
used) and treated as a single manufacturing line (although the machines may not be
physically located near one another and only a portion of a machine's capacity may be
needed for a particular processing line).
Tim's has historically identified flowpaths depending on the customer of the tool
(for example general distribution, Sears, and contract work), not depending on what
processes are performed. Although the customer is a decent proxy for the processes
performed, it can sometimes disguise what the true constraint of a flowpath is.
3.1.1 Material Defined by Products and Markets
Tim's defines its products depending on the customer to which the product is
going to be shipped. Those customers are: general distribution, Sears (Tim's has a large
Sears contract), and contract work. However, these customers do not map perfectly into
process flow paths. For example, some general distribution products are softened,
cooled, ground, and painted, whereas other general distribution products are softened,
cooled, and ground, but not painted. Additionally, some contract work falls under three
different flow paths. This may not make much difference to the marketing department
when it forecasts demand for contract work, but it makes a huge difference in production
as grinding can process 250 parts a day, but painting can process only 50.
3.1.2 Material Defined by Manufacturing Process
In contrast to defining product families based on the customer, it is possible to
define products by what processes are required to make them. I believe that this is a
better way to analyze the system for the purpose of manufacturing planning of the
products.
Referring back to the troop analogy, the first step is to identify which soldiers
comprise which troops. It is impossible to determine what the constraint of the system is
unless the system is defined accurately. By defining the flowpaths based on processes
rather than customer, we can obtain accurate results for both the capabilities of the current
system as well as performing "what if' scenarios for future planning. Defining flowpaths
is done by determining all combinations of processes performed in the plant. For
example, a plant may have four processes called A, B, C, and D. Some products are
processed by A and then either C or D. Other products are processed by B and then either
C or D. This plant would have four flowpaths, AC, AD, BC, and BD.
Once flowpaths have been determined, one identifies the constraint for each
flowpath based on processing capacity. Then, one combines flowpaths with the same
constraint into a single flowpath. Finally, one checks to ensure that the demands of all
constraints do not exceed the capacity of the processes which were non constraints on any
single flowpath.
3.2 TYPES OF CONSTRAINTS
Another difficulty one encounters when applying TOC to Tim's is that not only
are there many constraints due to the fact that Tim's produces many products, but there
are different types of constraints resulting because limited machine capacity is shared
between several flowpaths. The idea of marginal machine capacity is important when
analyzing shared resources. Over the course of this study, the different constraints
displayed specific properties. I have identified the different constraints by their
properties.
3.2.1 Single Product Constraints
There are constraints which touch only a single flowpath. These are identified as
single product constraints. A single product constraint determines a plant's capacity of a
single product type only. It is important to identify single product constraints because
any increase of decrease in their capacity (marginal capacity) will change the plant's
ability to manufacture products which fall on that particular flowpath. At Tim's, painting
and inspect/test are examples of single product constraints. If Tim's were to increase
painting capacity, we could make more paint constrained products, but not more grinding
constrained products.
3.2.2 Multiple Product Constraints
There are constraints which touch multiple flowpaths. These are identified as
multiple product constraints. A multiple product constraint determines a plant's capacity
of more than one flow path. If a plant increases the capacity of a multiple product
constraint and it is not fully utilizing a single product constraint on one of its flowpaths,
the plant will have to choose on which flowpaths to increase throughput. However, if all
single product constraints on the flowpaths are fully utilized, increases in multiple
product constraints will result in increased throughput only on the flowpath for which the
multiple product constraint is the constraint. At Tim's, grinding is an example of a
multiple product constraint. If Tim's increases the capacity of the grinders, the sum of
paint constrained products and grinder constrained products Tim's can produce increases.
If the plant was not fully utilizing its paint capacity, it can choose whether to produce
more paint constrained or grinder constrained product. However, if painters are fully
utilized, increasing grinding capacity will result in increased throughput on the grinding
constrained flowpath only. Once again, it is important to ask the question, "What result
is the marginal increase/decrease in capacity going to allow the plant to achieve?".
3.2.3 Plant Capacity Constraints
If a constraint limits the amount of total product a plant can produce, it is aplant
capacity constraint. At the beginning of this study, I struggled with the question of why
increasing the capacity of a constraint might not lead to increased overall plant capacity.
As the study progressed, it became apparent that some constraints restricted the plant's
ability to offer a specific product mix; however, those constraints may not restrict the
plant's total throughput.
In the discussion of single and multiple product constraints, the ability to increase
overall plant throughput was not discussed. This is because whether a production center
is a single product constraint or a multiple product constraint is independent of whether it
is a plant capacity constraint. A constraint can be both a single product or multiple
product and a plant constraint.
The reason these two ideas are independent is, once again, due to the fact that a
job-shop shares production center resources among its flowpaths. Increasing the
throughput capacity of one flowpath may require taking constraint capacity from another
flowpath. This results in the ability to make a wider product mix, but no net increase in
plant capacity.
3.2.4 Non-Constraints
In some senses, non-constraints is a misnomer. It is true that there are many
production centers which have more processing capacity than is needed at this time.
However if there were demand for a product which used only non-constraint production
centers, the plant should seriously consider making that product for the costs of doing so
are low (materials and labor) and there will be no need to reduce production of any other
product. Assuming management would produce this product if there were sufficient
demand for it, I believe that demand constrained is a more accurate term; demand for the
product (the market), not any of the processes, restricts its production. A machine is
demand constrained if it is capable of producing more product than the market will bear.
These machines are frequently called non-constraints.
One of the important adaptations of TOC to a job shop environment is the idea
that management policy as well as machine capacity determines constraints. In addition
to demand constrained processes, there may be processes which management has
intentionally chosen to starve. For example, it may be more profitable to produce on a
flowpath which has a multiple product constraint than to produce on a flowpath with a
single product constraint. It is possible to allocate so much of the multiple product
constraint's capacity to its flowpath so as to starve the constraint on another flowpath. A
machine is starved if it is the constraint for a particular product type but is not fully
utilized so that more of another product type can be produced.
3.3 ANALYSIS OF TIM'S METAL FINISHING COMPANY
Now that the general principals which were discovered as part of this project have
been discussed, this section provides a specific example of their application in Tim's
Metal Finishing Company.
3.3.1 Determining Flowpaths
In order to determine the various product lines present at Tim's, the diagram
shown in Figure 1 was constructed. The lines in the diagram are flow paths and show
how material flows through the plant. If a line crosses a box labeled with a process name,
then the material in that product line is processed by that process. There should be a line
for each combination of processes which make a final product. For example, there is one
group of material which is processed through the metal softening, cooling, surface
preparation, and then inspect/test (labeled Line One). There is another group of material
which is processed through metal softening, cooling, grinding, and then surface
preparation (labeled Line Three). Each of these lines represents the flow of a group of
material.
Figure 1 - Flowpath Diagram
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The next step is to look at each line and determine which process on the flowpath
has the least capacity. This process will be the constraint for that particular group of
metal. For Tim's, the following capacities were used:
Metal Softening & Cooling -- 350 parts./day
Grinding -- 200 parts./day
Surface Preparation -- 650 parts/day
Inspect/Test -- 50 parts/day
Painting -- 50 parts./day
This results in the following combination of lines and constraints.
Line # Product Name Constraining Process Production Name
1 Contract Work Inspect/Test Inspect/Test Constrained
2 Contract Work Metal Softening Softening Constrained
3 General Distribution Grinding Grinder Constrained
4 Sears Painting Paint Constrained
5 Sears Grinding Grinder Constrained
6 Contract Work Surface Preparation Surface Prep Constrained
(For clarity, I have labeled each line with its most appropriate "product name". However,
as I have discussed in section 3.1.2, the most useful production name for each group is
given by its constraining process, not by its end use.)
Finally, we can group all lines with the same constraint together to form flow
paths. At Tim's, we can group lines 3 and 5. This results in five different flow paths at
Tim's. Tim's employees comfortable working with product names might not want
general distribution and Sears grouped together because one goes through metal softening
and cooling and goes through a grinding process whereas the other is not softened and
goes through a grinding process. However, both products demand resources from the
grinders. It is important when booking the business to realize that different products
consume different amounts of time on a constraint process so that a flow path does not
become overbooked. However, once the business is booked, the capacity of the
constraint is determined. The objective of the constraint is still to process as much
product as possible and in the correct order regardless of whether the product is for Sears
or for general distribution.
In order to implement a synchronous manufacturing system, it is important that
the resources needed to produce the product are considered more so than the market in
which the product will be sold. At Tim's, each product can be mapped into a particular
flow path depending on which constrained process it flows through. At Tim's, all
products fall into one of five categories listed below in order of descending processing
capacity.
Surface Preparation constrained -- Products which do not pass through metal softening,
cooling, grinding, inspect/test, or paint.
Metal Softening Constrained -- Products which pass through metal softening and cooling,
but do not pass through grinding, inspect/test, or painting.
Grinder Constrained -- Products which pass through grinding, but do not pass through
painting.
Inspect/Test Constrained -- Products which pass through inspect/test.
Paint Constrained -- Products which pass through painting.
By looking at a product with regards to which flow path it maps into rather than
by which market it serves, it is possible to determine how each process impacts the entire
plant production system. And, even more powerful, Tim's can now schedule production
so that it benefits the entire plant operations rather than the operation of the single process
in isolation.
One possible way to display the relevant data is shown in Figure 2. In Figure 2,
we have created a grid layout in which graphs of cumulative monthly production at each
process can be placed. All material flowing through the plant will be displayed on one of
the horizontal flowpaths. By creating a matrix of data, with the flowpaths displayed
horizontally and the production centers displayed vertically, it is easy to see how each of
the processes is performing relative to the drum on each flowpath. Gray areas of the chart
have no graphs as the flowpaths, by definition, do not have those processes on them.
This information can help in determining which flowpath a process should be producing
for in order to level production and ensure that a constraint does not become starved.
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In addition to assisting process scheduling, the grid layout of cumulative monthly
production graphs will display whether the material release point is changing the amount
of WIP inventory in the system by releasing either more or less material than the
constraint on the flowpath has consumed. At Tim's, the material release point is initial
cleaning.
Figure 3 shows cumulative January initial cleaning for the grinder constrained
flowpath. Analysis of this graph reveals that the initial cleaning process has released less
material than the constraint has processed for the month of January. This would result in
decreased inventory in the grinder constrained flowpath relative to the end of December
inventory levels. Additionally, we can see that the material release rate as well as the
grinder (constraint) production rate vary on this flowpath.
r - i i I i i
Figure 3 -- Cumulative Production Diagram
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If we choose to analyze the production for a particular process, we can see how
much capacity the process has allocated to each flowpath. Figures 4 through 7 display
the metal softening cumulative January production on each of the four flowpaths which it
produces. Figure 4 shows that metal softening produced less metal than was the goal for
the metal softening constrained flowpath. Figure 5 shows that metal softening processed
more metal than the grinder for the grinder constrained flowpath. This will increase the
amount of inventory between the two processes, but will not alter the total inventory in
the system as only the material release process effects system WIP. Figure 6 shows that
metal softening produced roughly 500 pieces more than the inspect/test did on the
inspect/test constrained flowpath. Figure 7 shows that metal softening produced
approximately 400 pieces more than painting for the paint constrained flowpath.
If metal softening had used more capacity for the grinder and metal softening
constrained flowpaths (assuming the demand existed for metal softening constrained
pieces) and less on the inspect/test and paint constrained flowpaths, it would have
assisted in leveling production at Tim's. And, the more level production is, the less
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inventory the plant needs. Analyzing production by flowpath allows the plant to assist in
leveling production over each flowpath.
Figure 4 -- Cumulative Production Diagram
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Figure 5 -- Cumulative Production Diagram
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Figure 6 -- Cumulative Production Diagram
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Figure 7 -- Cumulative Production Diagram
Metal Softening Production of Paint Constrained
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3.3.2 Analyzing Each Process
Determining the flowpaths of a production system provides the framework with
which to analyze the system. This section provides an interpretation of the flowpath and
constraint identification process as it applies at Tim's. It is organized by process so that
the impact each process has on Tim's can be examined.
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3.3.2.1 Initial Cleaning
The capacity of cleaning is greater than the demands on them from each of the
constrained processes; therefore, initial cleaning is a non constraint. Increased cleaning
capacity will not increase plant capacity.
3.3.2.2 Metal Softening
Because metal softening produces on four flowpaths (paint, inspect/test, grind,
and metal softening constrained) they are multiple product constraints. Much like the
grinders, an increase in metal softening capacity will allow the plant to increase its total
combined throughput of paint, inspect/test, grinder, and metal softening constrained
products. However, the increase will not allow a flowpath's throughput to be greater than
the throughput of its constraining process. For example, no matter how much metal
softening capacity increases, the amount of paint constrained product produced cannot be
greater than the capacity of the paint process. Again, much like the grinders, an increase
in throughput on flowpaths which the metal softening process touches will result in
increased demand for surface prep resources on those same flowpaths. This increased
demand will reduce the amount of surface prep resources dedicated to the surface prep
constrained flowpath resulting in no net throughput increase. Metal softening is not a
plant throughput constraint.
3.3.2.3 Machining
The capacity of machining is greater than the capacity of the constraints on the
flowpaths they produce on. Therefore, machining is a non-constraint and increasing their
capacity will not increase the plant's throughput capabilities.
3.3.2.4 Deburring
The capacity of deburring is greater than the capacity of the constraints on the
flowpaths they produce on. Therefore, deburring is a non-constraint so increasing their
capacity will not increase the plant's throughput capabilities.
3.3.2.5 Grinding
Because grinding produces on two flowpaths (paint constrained and grinder
constrained), it is a multiple product constraint. If we are able to increase the capacity of
the grinder group, we can increase the total of paint constrained and grinder constrained
product produced. If painting is not operating at full capacity, we can choose to produce
more paint constrained product or more grinder constrained product. However, painting
is already operating at capacity, an increase in grinder throughput can only result in
increased grinder constrained product throughput. Additionally, because increased
throughput on the paint constrained or grinder constrained flowpath will demand
additional metal softening resources, an increase in grinder throughput will be offset by a
reduction in metal softening constrained product throughput. Therefore, grinding is not a
plant throughput constraint.
3.3.2.6 Surface Preparation
Because surface preparation produces on all five flowpaths, it is a multiple
product constraint. An increase in surface prep capacity will result in an increase in the
combined throughput of all five flowpaths. Once again, however, the throughput on an
individual flowpath cannot be greater than the capacity of its constraining process.
Additionally, because an increase in surface preparation capacity does not require
additional resources from other constraint processes in order to utilize it, surface
preparation is a plant capacity constraint.
3.3.2.7 Inspect/Test
Inspect/test is a single product constraint since it touches only one flowpath and
has the least capacity of all the processes in that flowpath. However, by increasing
inspect/test capacity, we not only increase the production of that flow path, we increase
the demands on the metal softening and surface preparation to serve that flowpath. This
decreases the amount that metal softening can serve the metal softening constrained flow
path. This, in turn, decreases the amount that surface prep serves the metal softening
constrained flow path. Assuming that metal softening and surface preparation have the
same productivity regardless of the flow path they produce on, an increase in inspect/test
capacity results in a shift in product mix from metal softening constrained product to
inspect/test constrained product, but does not increase the overall capacity of the plant.
3.3.2.8 Painting
Painting is similar to inspect/test in that they are single product constraints. If we
are able to increase the painting capacity, we will be able to produce more paint
constrained products only. Additionally, if we produce more paint constrained products,
the amount of grinder resources dedicated to making paint constrained products must
increase. This will result in the grinders not being able to make as many grinder
constrained products. Very similar to the case of inspect/test, an increase in the amount
of paint constrained products produced will result in an equivalent reduction in grinder
constrained products produced. Therefore, painting is not a plant capacity constraint.
3.4 SUMMARY
After analyzing Tim's using the theory of constraints, we can see that it is actually
five plants in one. This helps explain why Tim's workers would think there were
"wandering bottlenecks" and that a "difficult mix" could ruin overall production. If you
looked at Tim's as a single plant, it would be easy to see the grinders backed up while
metal softening stood idle whereas the next month metal softening would be overloaded
and the grinders would be idle and think the bottleneck had "wandered". By the same
reasoning, if most of the plant's business were booked on a single flowpath and that
flowpath were overbooked, you would have a "difficult mix" that month. On the other
hand, if all of the flowpaths were booked evenly and below their capacity, you would
have a "good mix" that month.
Another important finding in adapting the TOC to the job shop environment is
that constraints are determined by management policy as well as process capability.
Throughout the analysis of Tim's, I have been assuming that the products with the least
capacity are the most desirable to produce. For example, it is more desirable to produce
paint constrained products than grinder constrained products. And, it is more desirable to
produce grinder constrained products than metal softening constrained. And so on.
However, this is not necessarily the case. Tim's management must realize that it has the
option of distributing its grinder resources in any manner which it sees fit. The plant is
perfectly capable of producing 225 pieces/day of grinder constrained products and 25
pieces/day of paint constrained products. The demand on the grinders would remain 250
pieces/day and paint would be required to produce only 25 pieces/day. In effect,
management has chosen to under utilize painting in order to produce more
grinder constrained product.

Chapter 4 -- Inventory Analysis
In addition to the application of TOC to analyze Tim's throughput, this paper
performs a second plant inventory analysis using Goldratt's Drum-Buffer-Rope system
described in Chapter 2. Section 2.2 contains some reasons why effective inventory
management can be a competitive advantage for a manufacturing company. The analysis
performed in Chapter 4 includes descriptions of how different types of machines effect
inventory levels as well an example of determining a cost/benefit relationship to
inventory decisions.
4.1 PURPOSE OF INVENTORY
Inventory can be divided into three categories, raw material, work in process
inventory (WIP) and finished goods inventory. Although each is costly to carry, the
reasons for carrying each is vastly different. Raw goods inventory is carried to account
for variability in supplier delivery of raw goods. Finished goods inventory is carried to
speed the rate at which products can be delivered to the customer. WIP inventory, by
contrast, is carried to increase throughput by mitigating some problems in the
manufacturing process. The most common analogy for WIP is that it is the level of water
in a stream. The rocks in the bottom of the stream are problems in the manufacturing
system. If we lower the water, we expose more rocks. We must either remove the rocks
(problems) or else we will hit them. This section focuses on WIP inventory and ways to
reduce it.
In order to determine how to reduce WIP, we must first understand what it is used
for. If WIP is used to increase the throughput of a manufacturing system, and, TOC tells
us that the constraint is the determinant of throughput, WIP should be used to maximize
throughput at the constraint. Put more simply, WIP should be used to keep the constraint
from running out of work. Additional WIP is a waste. Reduced WIP will cause a
constraint to starve and throughput will suffer. WIP at any other place in the system is
waste and should be minimized.
4.2 EFFECTS ON INVENTORY
With the understanding that WIP should be needed at the constraint only and
should be minimized at all other locations, I will discuss a methodology for reducing a
plant's WIP. Once I questioned if inventory is truly protecting the constraint from
starving, I found the two main ways to reduce WIP are through process flexibility and
reliability. One tool which can be used to determine where to have the largest impact is
an inventory vs. time graph at each constraint. Figure 8 contains an example of a
constraint inventory vs. time graph. The X axis is time and the Y axis is inventory level.
A flat line indicates a constant level of inventory at the constraint, whereas a jagged line
indicates a highly variable inventory level at the constraint.
Figure 8 -- Constraint Inventory Over Time
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Keeping in mind that the reason for holding inventory is to protect the constraint,
we can see the effect that reducing inventory will have on the manufacturing system.
Any sudden drops in inventory, or spikes inthe graph, represent problems in our
manufacturing system (rocks). These spikes are of varying depth and therefore we need
different levels of inventory to mitigate them. If the graph is relatively flat as in Figure 9,
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the plant is carrying too much inventory and can reduce it without having any effect on
throughput. If the graph reaches zero often as in Figure 10, the plant is carrying too little
inventory and can increase throughput by increasing WIP. If the graph has several spikes
such as in figure 11, we need to determine where to concentrate efforts to reduce
inventory levels the most.
Figure 9 -- Too Much Inventory
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Figure 10 -- Not Enough Inventory
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Figure 11 -- Several Spikes
Constraint Inventory Over Time
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In short, efforts should be concentrated on the largest spike. It is important to
determine the cause (or causes) of each of the spikes in inventory. Keeping in mind that
we have WIP in order to keep our constraint from starving, eliminating the cause (or
causes) for the largest spike allows us to reduce WIP without any adverse effects on
throughput. Additionally, if we eliminate the cause for any other spike, we cannot reduce
WIP for we need it to mitigate the effects of the largest spike. Manufacturing facilities
should engage in the continuous process of determining the cause of the largest spike,
eliminating it, and reducing the WIP levels. In doing so, the facility may find that a
combination of factors has caused the spike. If this is the case, the factor contributing the
largest portion to the spike is compared to the single factor causing the largest spike and
that causing more inventory loss should be eliminated. By analyzing inventory at the
constraint, plants can eliminate the rocks (problems) in their streams without going
through the pain of hitting them.
4.2.1 Batch Processes
One cause of spikes in the Tim's inventory levels is batch processing. Some
batch processes are technology imposed such as metal softening and others are self
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imposed such as large batch sizes at surface preparation. It is important to understand the
cause of batching in order to become a more flexible manufacturing facility. In order to
minimize the amount of self imposed batching, people need to continuously question the
reason for batching and work on ways to reduce the needs in the every day process. On
the other hand, minimizing technology imposed batching should be addressed in the
capital purchasing stage. For example, reducing the needs for batching at the surface
preparation can be addressed by focusing efforts on reducing the disruptiveness of daily
load/unload of the surface preparation solution baths on the surface prep process whereas
reducing metal softening batching requires the use of a greater number of smaller cooling
chambers rather than a smaller number of larger ones or an improvement in metal treating
technology.
4.2.1.1 Costs of Batch Processes
When analyzing the cost of a batch process, it is important to know if the batch
process is the cause of the largest spike in the constraint inventory chart. If it is, we can
calculate the cost of holding inventory for that batch process. We do this by calculating
the difference between the largest spike and the next largest one. This difference is the
amount of inventory the plant must hold to mitigate the batching effect associated with
this process. We can multiply this amount of inventory by the cost of holding inventory
to get a cost for batch processing. It is important to realize that if a particular process is
not the cause of the largest spike, the plant cannot reduce inventory at all by eliminating
batching in this particular process. Eliminating the largest spike is the only way to reduce
inventory levels and still maintain the same constraint protection.
In addition to the economic value associated with the cost of tied up capital, there
is a strategic and quality value to reducing inventory. Although these two values are
much more difficult (or even impossible) to accurately calculate, they must be addressed.
Determining a strategic value to flexible manufacturing is a task combining
manufacturing and marketing talents. By reducing batch processing, a plant can lower
inventory and thus provide shorter lead times to its customers. Manufacturing talents can
help determine the cost of increasing manufacturing flexibility whereas marketing talents
can help determine the increased sales produced by offering more value to customers.
As was previously discussed in section 2.2, lowing inventory causes a tighter
linking between processes which can help increase product quality. Once again,
marketing talents can help estimate the value to the plant and its customers of this
increased quality. The reduced cost of rework can be calculated by manufacturing
engineers.
An additional cost which should be considered is the cost of obsolete inventory.
In those industries which produce short life cycle products, such as consumer electronics,
the introduction of a new product might substantially reduce the value of existing
products, including those in inventory. By holding less inventory, a company reduces its
risk of obsolete inventory as well as reduces its own time to market. The value of
obsolete inventory can be estimated using average time for new product introduction and
average inventory levels and values.
It is difficult to determine accurate figures for strategic and quality values due to
their inherent uncertainties. However, one helpful way to determine whether or not to
reduce batching is to calculate the costs of doing so, subtract the value of holding less
inventory and then ask if the expected strategic and quality benefits justify the costs. In
this manner, the resulting question is not, "What is the strategic value of reducing batch
sizes?", but, "Is reducing batch sizes going to provide a $2 million strategic benefit?".
4.2.2 Process Variability
The second cause for spikes in the constraint inventory over time graph is process
variability. If every process were able to consistently produce the same amount of good
material, there would be no need, other than differing batch sizes, to hold inventory
between processes. However, because manufacturing processes have an inherent amount
of variability to them, we must carry inventory to mitigate the effects. In order to reduce
the amount of inventory in the manufacturing system, the variability must be reduced.
4.2.2.1 Costs of Variability
Similar to the cost of batching, the cost of variability is made up of several parts.
In fact all of the parts used to calculate the cost of batching are used in calculating the
cost of variability. It should be noted, however, that in order to have any effect on
inventory levels, the cause of the largest spike in the constraint inventory over time graph
must be eliminated. The cause may be batch related or may be variability related. In
addition to the costs associated with any reduction in inventory, variability has an
additional cost to it because there is the cost of producing defective parts. As will be
demonstrated, scrap rate not only has all of the previously mentioned costs associated
with it, but an environmental cost as well.
4.2.2.2 Costs of Variability Example
As an example of variability costs, we will focus on Tim's grinder constrained
flowpath. Figure 12 contains the grinder inventory over time graph. After analyzing the
graph and finding the causes for the spikes, it turns out that the largest spike is caused by
high process variability in machining rates (an upstream process) and the second largest
spike is caused by batching at the deburring operation.
Figure 12 -- Grinder Inventory Over Time
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Inventory Holding Costs -- Because variability in machining rates causes the
largest spike in grinder inventory, we are able to lower inventory if we achieve more
constant machining rates. Assuming Tim's holds a 100 pieces 6finventory as a
minimum safety level, we can reduce the inventory until the spike from the batching
process reaches a low of 100 pieces. In other words, by eliminating the cause of
machining process variability, the plant can lower inventory by 400 pieces. Assuming a
10% cost of inventory and a value of $1 0 per piece, the inventory holding costs are $400
per year.
Obsolete Inventory Costs -- Assuming that technology advances such that
competitors launch a new product every 5 years which decreases the value of this product
50% before this plant can launch a competitive product. If this occurs, the plant will have
400 less pieces effected by this change. The value of the 400 pieces is 50% of $4000
every 5 years or $400 per year.
Once inventory holding costs and obsolete inventory costs are calculated, we can
compare them with the costs of reducing machining rate variability and determine a break
even value for strategic and quality costs. In this example, Tim's inventory holding costs
and obsolete inventory costs total $800/year. Assuming the cost to reduce machining rate
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variability is estimated at $10,000, Tim's must ask if the quality and strategic value is
worth the up-front cost of $10,000 less the return of $800 per year in holding costs and
obsolete inventory costs. Depending on the discount rate used, Tim's can determine
whether the project is worth pursuing.
4.2.2.3 Environmental Costs
The plant this study is based on is an Alcoa aluminum processing plant, so one
method of calculating environmental costs is to build a model to determine metal
processing flows as a function of demand and scrap rate. The model in this example is
used to demonstrate a methodology, not to draw conclusions from the results and
therefore uses fictitious data. The following model and assumptions were used to
develop the metal flow values.
Figure 13 - Metal Flow Diagram
Assumptions
1) 6% melt loss in Scrap Melt'
2) No removal of metal from system other than melt loss and sold product
3) 3:1 ratio of metal flowing from the scrap melt to plant processing to make-up metal
purchased by the scrap melt area2
4) Constant demand of 100 Million Lb. per year'
'Fictitious date assumption.
2Fictitious data assumption.
Once demand and scrap rate are set, all flows and processing demands can be
calculated. Following is a list of the equations resulting from the process flow diagram
and the assumptions listed where "D" is the plant demand in lb. per year and "S" is the
processing scrap rate.
Variable Equation
Flow Variables
Product Demand D
Processing to Scrap Melt D*S/(l-S)
Melt Loss4  [(0.06)*(D)*(S)/(l-S)]* [(0.94/2.06)+1]
Make-Up Metal Purchased [D* S/(1-S)]* [(0.94)/(2.06)]
Scrap Melt to Plant Processing [(0.94)*(D)*(S)/(1-S)]*[(0.94/2.06)+1]
Smelter to Plant Processing [D/(1-S)]* [1-[(0.94)(S)* [(0.94/2.06)+ 1]]]
Processing Variables
Smelter Processing
Scrap Melt Processing
Plant Processing
[D/(1-S)]* [ 1-[(0.94)(S)* [(0.94/2.06)+ ]]]
D*S/(1-S)[D*S/(1-S)]* [(0.94)/(2.06)]
D/(1-S)
Table of Metal Flow Values (Million lb.) for 100 M lb. Demand
Scrap Rate Plant Processing to Scrap Melt Melt Loss Make-Up Metal Purchased Scrap Melt to Plant Processing Smelter to Plant Processing
5% 5 5 2 7 98
6% 6 6 3 9 98
7% 8 7 3 10 97
8% 9 8 4 12 97
9% 10 9 5 14 96
10% 11 10 5 15 96
11% 12 11 6 17 95
12% 14 12 6 19 95
13% 15 13 7 20 94
14% 16 14 7 22 94
15% 18 15 8 24 93
16% 19 17 9 26 93
17% 20 18 9 28 92
18% 22 19 10 30 92
19% 23 20 11 32 91
20% 25 22 11 34 91
21% 27 23 12 36 90
22% 28 25 13 39 90
23% 30 26 it 41 89
24% 32 28 14 43 88
25% 33 29 15 46 88
I Fictitious data assumption.
4 (0.94/2.06) is a factor counting for melt loss and make up metal. It was determined through a mass
balance of the Scrap Melt system.
Table of Metal Processing Values (Million lb.) for 100 M lb. Demand
Scrap Rate Smelter Processing Scrap Melt Processing Plant Processing
5% 98 8 105
6% 98 9 106
7% 97 11 108
8% 97 13 109
9% 96 14 110
10% 96 16 111
11% 95 18 112
12% 95 20 114
13% 94 22 115
14% 94 24 116
15% 93 26 118
16% 93 28 119
17% 92 30 120
18% 92 32 122
19% 91 34 123
20% 91 36 125
21% 90 39 127
22% 90 41 128
23% 89 44 130
24% 88 46 132
25% 88 49 133
Now that the flows and processing demands have been calculated, it is possible to
use average energy consumption for smelting, scrap melt processing, and plant
processing to see how each of the scenarios compares to each other in terms of utility
costs and overall energy consumption. In order to do so, I have chosen 15% scrap rate5 as
a baseline and all other scenarios are listed as deviations from the base case. Following is
a table of average energy consumption and energy cost assumed6 .
Table of Energy Consumption
Smelter Data Consumption Cost/Unit Plant Processing Data Consumption Cost/Unit
Electricity (KWH/M Ibs) Electricity (KWH/M Ibs)
Smelting 35200000 $ 0.013 Scrap Melt 458962 $ 0.022
Plant Processes 652487 $ 0.022
s Fictitious scrap rate.
Table data is fictitious.
Assuming that all purchased metal required the same processing as the primary
smelter and using the above table, it is possible to calculate the energy consumption,
costs, and emissions associated with each scrap rate. Results comparing 5% -25% scrap
rates with a standard of 15% are in the following table. For example, reducing scrap rate
from 15% to 13% will yield a 11.9 Million KWH/year and a $114,000/year savings to the
company.
Table of Dollar Utility Savings
Scrap Rate Metal Purchased Smelter Processing Scrap Melt Processing Plant Processing Utility Dollar Savings Electricity Savings
5% 2 98 8 105 $ 521,623 54447138
6% 3 98 9 106 $ 474,455 49523727
7% 3 97 11 108 $ 426,272 44494436
8% 4 97 13 109 $ 377,043 39355812
9% 5 96 14 110 $ 326,731 34104251
10% 5 96 16 111 $ 275,301 28735990
11% 6 95 18 112 $ 222,715 23247093
12% 6 95 20 114 $ 168,935 17633448
13% 7 94 22 115 $ 113,918 11890754
14% 7 94 24 116 $ 57,621 6014509
15% 8 93 26 118 $ - 0
16% 9 93 28 119 $ (58,993) -6157712
17% 9 92 30 120 $ (119,408) -12463803
18% 10 92 32 122 $ (181,296) -18923701
19% 11 91 34 123 $ (244,712) -25543102
20% 11 91 36 125 $ (309,714) -32327988
21% 12 90 39 127 $ (376,361) -39284644
22% 13 90 41 128 $ (444,717) -46419676
23% 14 89 44 130 $ (514,848) -53740033
24% 14 88 46 132 $ (586,826) -61253031
25% 15 88 49 133 $ (660,722) -68966375
In addition to the utility costs listed in the table above, it is possible to calculate
some of the emissions attributed to the production (or savings) of the energy consumed
by the entire manufacturing system. Following is a table of the conversion factors used
in the calculations as well as a table of emission increase or savings attributed to scrap
rate changes. Once again, 15% is used as the baseline. This table demonstrates that if the
company reduces scrap from 15% to 13% it not only realizes the $114,000/year, but it
will reduce carbon dioxide emissions by 10,500 metric tons, NOx by 26 metric tons, S02
by 13 metric tons, particulates by 2 metric tons, methane by 34 metric tons, and nitrous
oxide by 1 metric ton each year.
Table of Emission Factors -- [Hohmeyer and Ottinger, 19941
(Emission Emission Factor (glkWh)]
Carbon Dioxide 880
Nirous Rxi
farticulates 0.16
'Nrx -- --
Table of Emission Savings (metric tons) For Various Recovery Rates
Scrap Rate CO02 NOx SO02 Particulates CH4 Nitrous Oxide
5% 47913 120 60 9 158 3
6% 43581 109 54 8 144 3
7% 39155 98 49 7 129 3
8% 34633 87 43 6 114 2
9% 30012 75 38 5 99 2
10% 25288 63 32 5 83 2
11% 20457 51 26 4 67 1
12% 15517 39 19 3 51 1
13% 10464 26 13 2 34 1
14% 5293 13 7 1 17 0
15% 0 0 0 0 0 0
16% -5419 -14 -7 -1 -18 0
17% -10968 -27 -14 -2 -36 -1
18% -16653 -42 -21 -3 -55 -1
19% -22478 -56 -28 -4 -74 -2
20% -28449 -71 -36 -5 -94 -2
21% -34570 -86 -43 -6 -114 -2
22% -40849 -102 -51 -7 -135 -3
23% -47291 -118 -59 -9 -156 -3
24% -53903 -135 -67 -10 -178 -4
25% -60690 -152 -76 -11 -200 -4
When considering a project which will effect plant scrap rates, one should include
utility and environmental costs with inventory holding costs and obsolete inventory costs
in order to compare them with the costs of the project to determine a break even value for
strategic and quality costs.
4.3 SUMMARY
There is value in manufacturing flexibility as well as throughput capacity. Plants
which focus exclusively on throughput will find themselves stuck with inflexible and
obsolete equipment and products once market demand shifts. In today's highly
competitive environment, markets are shifting more rapidly than ever. This changing
environment demands that manufacturing capabilities become flexible.
In order to increase their manufacturing flexibility, plants must first understand
the cause of their inventory levels. By constructing and analyzing historical inventory
levels at constraints, plants are able to eliminate the problems causing them to hold
inventory before the problems disrupt plant throughput. In other words, a plant can
remove the rocks from the river before hitting them. By continuously identifying the
main reason for holding inventory and then analyzing the costs and benefits of
eliminating those reasons, the plant can concentrate its efforts on the correct cause of
inventory and shift as the market demands it.
When determining the costs and benefits of increased flexibility, companies must
evaluate the traditional costs of holding inventory as well as the strategic, quality, and
environmental costs of inflexibility. If only a portion of these costs are considered, the
true value of flexible manufacturing will not be considered nor exploited.
Chapter 5 -- On Time Delivery
In a simplistic sense, the task of a manufacturing facility is to produce a product
the customer wants and deliver it when the customer needs it. To this point, discussion
has been focused on the impacts synchronous manufacturing has on the internal workings
of a plant, the production of the product. However, in order for a plant to increase the
value it provides, that value must be realized by its customers and a portion of that value
is delivering the product when the customer wants it.
5.1 SPECIAL ISSUES WITHIN A JOB-SHOP ENVIRONMENT
As with designing and implementing a synchronous manufacturing system, on
time delivery issues present special challenges in a job shop environment. Previous
discussions of production throughput for different processes on different flowpaths have
all measured total throughput. And, although dividing throughput and inventory into
different flowpaths makes it easier to understand the manufacturing system, a company
must still deliver the correct amount of product on or before the time promised to the
customer.
What makes the job shop special is that a majority, if not all, of its products are
made to order. Therefore, it is not enough simply to produce the amount ordered on a
particular flowpath. A job shop must produce the specific products ordered by its
customers. A department might meet, or even exceed, all of its production goals, but if it
does not produce the material needed for a particular delivery date, its on-time delivery
rate will be low and customers will be dissatisfied. A job-shop plant will have only
marginal success in increasing on-time delivery if it focuses exclusively on increasing
throughput. Processing the correct customer's material must be addressed as well as
processing the correct volume of material.
In order to help answer the question, "Is the right material being processed?", the
job-shop first faces the challenge of determining which material should be run. If the
plant had the same standard processing time for each product, the material could be
processed in the order in which it is due. However, because a job shop produces such a
variety of products, there is no standard processing time for the plant. Each unique
combination of processes has a unique processing time; therefore the date the product
was promised to be delivered is not an accurate indicator of which material should be run.
For example, one product may undergo three processes and a two day test, whereas
another product may undergo six processes and have a 40 day test time. If these products
have the same promised delivery date, it would be a mistake to start processing the orders
at the same time. The order with the longer processing time should be started first, but
when and how much earlier?
Once again, we will return to the example of Tim's Metal Processing Company.
In order to provide schedulers with better information, Tim's can calculate "days early".
Using plant general "rules of thumb", total processing time is estimated by adding one
day for every process and any testing time. To calculate days early, this estimate of
process time is subtracted from the promised shipping date and compared to the current
date. A product three days ahead of schedule should be three days early.
Similar to the production analysis discussed in section 3.3.1, production and
inventory can be displayed as number of parts processed having a particular days early
value. Figure 14 shows a histogram of surface prep inventory of grinder constrained
material. This material spans a large number of days early from -24 days (24 days behind
schedule) to +32 days (32 days ahead of schedule). Figure 15 shows a histogram of
surface prep production of grinder constrained material for the following day. This
shows of the available material shown in Figure 14, the material that was actually
processed by surface prep ranged from -23 days early to 30 days early. Why is there such
a large range of days early in inventory and production? Section 5.2 identifies some
possible reasons why material is not simply processed in order of days early.
Figure 14 -- Surface Prep Inventory of Grinder Constrained
Surface Prep Inventory of Grinder Constrained
Figure 15 -- Surface Prep Production of Grinder Constrained
Surface Prep Production of Grinder
Constrained
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5.2 SCHEDULING AND ORDER PROCESSING
Under the DBR inventory control system, the only two places which need strict
scheduling are the material release point and the constraints. All other processes need
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simply process material in the order it is received until they run out of work. (As they are
non-constraints, any inventory kept to keep them operating is a waste.) And, although the
DBR system is relatively simple in theory, it is a very difficult task to change
measurement systems, machine capabilities and the overall culture of an existing facility
to support the synchronous manufacturing plant. Many of the general difficulties have
been documented by Eliyahu Goldratt [Goldratt and Fox, 1986]. For this reason, there is
a transition period when all processes are scheduled. This section addresses possible
obstacles to scheduling using synchronous manufacturing theory in an existing job-shop
facility.
5.2.1 Production Capacity Vs. Product Variety
Some job-shop plants are faced with the difficult challenge of providing
customized products with machines designed and built for mass production. This may
not be an important issue when discussing non constraints as their downtime can be used
for changeovers. On the other hand, when discussing constrained processes, there are
definite trade-offs between capacity and flexibility. Often machinery was not build for
flexibility (quick changeovers, etc.) and there tends to be a significant time needed to set
up for different production runs. Since product demand can vary greatly over time, one
period may call for a much larger number of change overs compared to another. This
leads to variability in the amount of constraint hours available for processing (and
therefore throughput variability). In short, inflexible machinery forces a plant to decide
between higher production capacity and offering a wider variety of product.
5.2.2 Measurement Systems
It is common at all manufacturing facilities to place a heavy emphasis on
throughput. Because the job-shop's machines tend to operate independently,
measurement systems tend to be strongly biased towards machine throughput (measured
in material volume processed or produced) rather than plant throughput, inventory levels,
or on-time delivery. Additionally, it is difficult to have a common measure for each
machine in the plant as some machine performance is best measured linearly (feet/day)
and other's performance is best measured by area (sq ft/day), volume (lb/day) or piece (#
pieces/day). Measuring all performance based on a singe throughput measure, such as #
feet/day, might bias the actions of machines which are more accurately measured in other
units, such as area or volume per day.
As was mentioned earlier, having such an emphasis for volume produced at
constraints encourages people to produce whatever material they are set up for, not for
what material the customer wants this delivery period. For example Tim's painting
machine may have a very long setup time which encourages long runs of the same color
pieces. In order to increase their throughput, schedulers and operators are encouraged to
produce more pieces than are needed for the current order rather than change to the next
color piece. In fact, in an extreme case, it is possible for a plant to produce record
throughput for a particular period while the overall plant backlog grows, not because
orders for the period are even greater, but because the material produced is for future, not
current orders.
In addition placing an emphasis on throughput, a plant must be aware that its
production goals specify which flowpath they are for as flowpaths can cross existing
management areas. This can lead to overproduction of future orders and increased
inventory as a department might overproduce on a particular flowpath to compensate for
underproducing on another flowpath in order to meet overall production goals.
A plant's on time measurement system itself may detract from the objective of
reducing inventory and increasing on time delivery. It is possible for an on time
measurement system to give credit for deliveries on or before the promised delivery date
and no credit for delivery after, regardless of lateness. This encourages people to process
current and future orders before late ones. In doing so, they will maximize their on time
delivery since there is no penalty for degree of lateness. If this continues, late orders will
wait as long as there are future orders in the system.
5.2.3 Machine Capabilities
In designing a synchronous manufacturing system for Tim's Metal Finishing
Company, we have grouped several machines together into single processes. This
assumes that either all machines have the same capabilities or that differences in
capabilities do not effect material processing. This assumption is not always true;
however, it is not always clear whether the bigger issue lies with machine capabilities or
with worker paradigms of how the machines operate and should be used.
Because many job shops grow by adding single machines rather than entire
product lines, it is rare that each machine performing a particular process has the same
capabilities. This reduces the flexibility the processing, greatly reduces the ability to
analyze and schedule the plant as a system rather than several individual machines, and
increases the complexity costs of operating the plant.
Let's assume that Tim's currently has three metal softening units. Two of the
three have the same capabilities, but one is not capable of running all material. This
creates difficulty in scheduling the process for it is not possible to schedule metal
softening as one process; each machine must be scheduled individually. Additionally,
having machines with different capabilities can create the paradigm that each machine
should be used for its unique capabilities in order to maximize the usefulness of that
machine. For example, it may be viewed as a waste to treat material in one machine if it
could have been treated in another with less capabilities even if the two more advanced
machines are producing more material than the constraint on their flowpath can process.
5.3 SUMMARY
The purpose of this section is not to suggest that the cause a job-shop's on-time
delivery performance is its own internal systems and culture. The purpose is to
encourage people to challenge the reasons why material is processed as it is. I strongly
encourage people to ask the question of why material ahead of schedule is being
processed before material which is behind schedule, not to find fault with managers,
operators, and schedulers, but to find solutions which will increase the job-shop's
flexibility rather than force scheduling and on time delivery to bow under a rigid
manufacturing system.
Increasing the flexibility of a job-shop's manufacturing system will mitigate many
of the problems associated with on time delivery. Finding ways to quickly and easily
change over constraints can be used to offer either more processing time or increased
product variety and lower inventory. Modifying measurement systems to include the
lateness of material or to give lesser credit for material processed too many days early, is
a step towards encouraging on time delivery. Additionally, measuring and rewarding a
crew's ability to quickly change between set ups will help increase machine flexibility.
Some companies even hold annual contests to see which crew can perform the quickest
machine change overs. Finally, asking people to record the reasons they are not able to
process parts by lateness, will begin to raise the important issue of increasing
manufacturing flexibility.

Chapter 6 -- Flexible System Thinking
In order to discuss flexible systems, it is important to understand different types of
flexibility. Flexibility can be broken into five types depending on what the flexibility
provides. The five benefits flexibility can provide are (1) product variety, (2) new
products, (3) demand surges, (4) market shifts, and (5) product mix. [Rosenfield, 1997]
Product variety is viewed as either fundamental product variety (a plant's ability to
manufacture fundamentally different products) or peripheral variety (a plant's ability to
manufacture options of the same basic product). New products refers to a company's
ability to introduce new products to the market. Demand surges refers to a company's
ability to adjust production rate to quickly respond to surges in demand for its product.
Market shifts refers to a plants ability to change the products it manufactures in order to
respond to a fundamental change in the market it serves. Product mix refers to how well
a plant can change the volume of each of the products it produces, not necessarily
changing total plant throughput.
This section refers to flexibility as the ability to offer a wide variety of products
and the ability to quickly change the volume of each product produced in order to
produce a product mix which closely matches customer demand. Flexible systems
thinking emphasizes the need to analyze how the entire manufacturing system can be
made to better offer a wide variety of products and to quickly change the product mix
produced.
More than a series of isolated projects, creating a flexible, synchronous
manufacturing system requires a change in thinking and values. Some might call this
corporate culture; others corporate strategy, but regardless, it may be the most
challenging aspect for a corporation to change. Following is by no means an exhaustive
list of the cultural challenges one faces in implementing a flexible, synchronous
manufacturing system. It is, however, a list of some of the specific issues encountered
during this study.
6.1 ALLOCATION OF CAPITAL
Flexibility is valuable. A flexible manufacturing system allows a company to
carry less inventory, offer a wider product line, and be more responsive to changes in
customer demands. However, it is commonplace that projects get approved based on
throughput value only. If this is the case, projects intended to increase flexibility must be
justified based on throughput calculations, even if it is believed that they provided little or
no throughput increase. In order to have a flexible manufacturing system, there needs to
be some explicit value placed on flexibility. One possible way of achieving this is to set
aside a portion of the capital budget for projects increasing flexibility. Another possible
way is to allow for strategic value to be included in a select number of projects.
6.2 MEASUREMENT AND REWARD SYSTEMS
As was mentioned in Chapter 5, measurement and reward systems must reflect
management's value of flexibility. People will believe that a company values flexibility
only if it measures and rewards improvements in it. Pieces processed cannot be the only
explicit or implied measurement. One worker stated that he believed in flexibility and
not processing parts for distant future orders, but he did not believe that he could make
any improvements in other areas unless he met his production goal. One possible reward
can be for people eliminating the causes of spikes in the constraint inventory. Or,
competitions can be held to see which crews can change over machines the quickest.
6.3 EXPEDITED BATCH RUNS
Historically, American manufacturing plant operations value expedited batch runs
[Womack and Jones, 1996]. Processes are set up to handle the batched material and all
other material must wait until the batch has passed through that machine before being
processed. Expedited batch runs work well if customers demand a small variety of
products which can be mass produced. However, if the large job shop is facing a
changing market where order sizes are shrinking and customer demand for variety is
growing. If the market continues to move in this direction, a flexible system is better
suited for providing customer value. Unfortunately, individuals at a plants are
comfortable and like expedited batch runs for they are successful at delivering the
expedited products on time, even if they sacrifice the performance of the rest of the
system.
Currently plants tend to like expedited batch runs and may attempt to force
products not fit for batch runs into the "batch run mold" of few set ups and long batch
runs (mass production). In contrast, flexible systems thinking suggests that the workers
question the reasons for running expedited batches. By eliminating them, the plant can
eliminate many of the problems associated with the batch and queue system ,as expedited
batch runs effect processes throughout the entire manufacturing system [Womack and
Jones, 1996]. In order to transform to a flexible facility, the plant must see expedited
batch runs as a symptom of rigid manufacturing, not a long-term solution to a changing
market.
6.4 TRAINING
Although the theory of constraints and DBR inventory system are not difficult to
understand, they are not intuitive. People need to become familiar with those ideas as
well as system thinking. Many of the decisions made are done so to optimize the
performance of a particular machine or set of machines rather than the entire system.
Training will allow scheduling decisions to be moved closer to the shop floor.
During a recent APICS meeting, a plant manager who successfully implemented TOC
and DBR in several plants stated that he believed the best aspect of TOC and DBR is that
everyone in the plant knows how he/she can have a positive impact on the plant's
performance. This knowledge leads people to improve constraint performance and the
constraint quickly becomes the market. The large job shop may enjoy the same type of
successes if its people understand TOC and DBR and how it fits specifically at the
facility.
6.5 SCHEDULING SYSTEMS
It is difficult for a scheduler to understand the status of a large job shop if the
scheduling system is organized such that a person can see the material available to a
single machine and schedules it simply by choosing from the inventory available. The
scheduler will schedule a particular machine with enough work to keep it busy for a
selected amount of time and then continue on to the next machine until all are scheduled.
This system provides a narrow view of the manufacturing system and encourages people
to schedule material to locally optimize each machine. Rather than having direct access
to system data, the best a scheduler can hope to perform is to envision the entire system
when scheduling each machine and give a best estimate as to its status.
In order to allow a person to schedule with an entire view of the production
system, it is important that the constraint for each batch of material is known. The
ultimate goal of the DBR system is to have a material release schedule and a schedule at
the constraint only. As the job shop considers upgrading its future information systems
and future scheduling tools, it should ensure that the information needed to optimize the
system is provided, not just that needed to optimize each individual machine.
This study includes two possible tools which can be used to schedule material
throughout a job shop. The first tool is called a Machine Operating Board and is shown
in Figure 16. Much like a sprinkler delivering water to different parts of a lawn, a multi-
product constraint distributes its processing capacity to different flowpaths. The Machine
Operating Board tells each machine when it should stop processing for one flowpath and
begin processing for another. The board in Figure 16 is an example of what one for the
metal softening process might look like at Tim's.
Figure 16 -- Machine Operating Board
Metal Softening Operating Board
Flow Path Constraint Max Days Early
Painting 7
Inspect/Test 10
Grinding 3
Metal Softening In Order
A metal softening unit using this board would set up for the paint constrained
flowpath first. It would continue to process paint constrained flowpath material under the
current setup until all paint constrained parts 7 or less days early has been processed.
Then, without changing setup, the metal softening unit would process inspect/test
constrained material it could until no more material 10 or less days early was available.
Next, without changing setup, the metal softening unit would process all grinder
constrained parts 3 or less days early. The metal softening unit would then setup for the
paint constrained parts the least days early and repeat the process. By running material
on all flowpaths, rather than running all material on one flowpath with less than a
specified lateness, the company is able to reduce the total number of setups, thus
increasing throughput on the metal softening constrained path. Once all other flowpaths
have been satisfied, the metal softening unit would process the material for which it the
constraint in order of lateness. For example, it would process metal softening constrained
metal only. And, of that metal, it would process the metal which is most late first.
Maximum lateness should be determined by considering how much additional
inventory the manufacturing system must carry in order to compensate for the number of
batches the metal softening runs before changing flowpaths as well as how much
throughput capacity is lost by doing the additional set-ups. As the metal softening unit
reduces the time required to change over to a new product type, there is less of a trade off
between the number of set-ups and throughput; thus, the metal softening unit becomes
more flexible. As the metal softening unit becomes more flexible, the Max Days Early
column can be reduced until all read 1 day early. Using a Machine Operating Board will
allow prioritization of flowpath production (painting flowpath is most important in this
example) as well as create a balance between production (minimizing change overs) and
on-time delivery (processing parts in order).
In addition to the Machine Operating Board, the plant can use a board to clearly
communicate the status of each process to all plant workers. This accompanied with
training clearly communicates what benefit each process contributes to the plant as a
whole. This board is called a Process Status Board and an example of what one at Tim's
might look like is shown in Figure 17. The Process status board is a table of each Process
stating whether it is a multi-product constraint, single product constraint, demand
constrained, starved, or a non-constraint as well as whether or not it is a plant capacity
constraint. Using the board in Figure 17, it would be clear that management has chosen
to starve inspect/test(in order to produce a larger volume of metal softening constrained
product). Once all workers know this, they will know that it is OK to run out of material
even though inspect/test is a constraint. Additionally, all people involved with the
surface preparation know that the market is not demanding its product. In essence,
money is being left on the table. This should encourage all operators, engineers,
managers, and sales people to explore what can be done to increase the value of surface
preparation constrained products. Perhaps shorter order lead times through the
lean/flexible manufacturing improvements discussed in this paper.
Figure 17 -- Process Status Board
Status Plant Capacity Constraint
Initial Cleaning Non-Constraint No
Metal Softening Multi-Product Constraint Yes
Machining Non-Constraint No
Deburring Non-Constraint No
Grinding Multi-Product Constraint No
Surface Preparation Demand Constrained No
InspectlTest Starved No
Painting Single Product Constraint No
Pack & Ship Non-Constraint No
6.6 SUMMARY
In implementing a flexible manufacturing system, plant management is
implementing a shift in manufacturing strategy as well as a change of corporate culture.
These changes require a different way of addressing challenges. They require flexible
system thinking. In order to have the best chance at successfully implementing this
change, all systems should encourage an understanding of flexible manufacturing as well
as the benefits it provides. The belief should not be "Flexibility at all Costs", but rather
"Flexibility adds Value". Take, for example, a company which successfully reduces a
process set up time in half. To the mass production thinker, this provides more hours of
production. To the flexible thinker, this provides additional set-ups per week. Both are
valuable to have, the important idea is to understand the benefits of each. If the machine
is a constraint, additional hours of production may prove valuable. Whether or not the
machine is a constraint, the added flexibility may reduce the need for batch processing,
lower inventory, or produce some other strategic benefit. The value of production and the
value of flexibility should be determined in making the decision of what to do with the
additional time.
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Chapter 7 -- Conclusions
Mass production and flexible manufacturing are two different manufacturing
philosophies. Each is correct and well suited for fulfilling the needs of a particular
market. It is in deciding what the market is and where it is heading which determines
which philosophy is best suited. In many markets the recent trend has been towards
increased international competition and increased customer demands. For this reason,
flexible manufacturing capability is becoming more and more valuable. This paper
proposes a methodology for customizing synchronous manufacturing as proposed by
Eliyahu Goldratt to serve in a large job shop environment.
When making the decision to transition to a synchronous manufacturing system
from a batch and queue system, it is important to keep in mind that it is a major cultural
change as well as a technological one. The first portion of this paper addresses the
aspects associated with analyzing a job shop as a manufacturing system. In doing so, a
series of virtual production lines, called flowpaths, are created. Each flowpath has a
constraint as well as a material release point. In order to increase production on a
particular flowpath, all efforts must be made to increase the capacity of the constraint.
Additionally, it is important to understand whether the constraint is a single product or
multi product constraint as well as whether it is a plant capacity constraint or not. This
allows management to attach a cause and effect relationship to improvements made to
any production center. It is very important to note that management policies determine
what portion of a production center is dedicated to what flowpath. Because of this,
constraints are just as much a product of management policies as they are of machine
capacities.
Once constraints have been identified for each flowpath, the next step is
designing an inventory control system. This study uses the Drum Buffer Rope system of
inventory control. The theory supporting the system is that the only reason for carrying
WIP inventory is to protect the constraint from becoming starved. All other WIP is waste
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in the system and should be minimized. Once this is understood, the plant can begin the
process of continuous improvement in inventory reduction and lead time reduction. By
analyzing the causes for inventory variability at the constraints, efforts can be
concentrated on eliminating the cause of the largest variability. Once that is eliminated,
inventory can be lowered without any adverse effects and the plant can concentrate on
eliminating the next largest cause of constraint inventory variability. In this manner, the
plant can "remove the rocks" before "lowering the water" and hitting them. This portion
of the paper also proposed a methodology for determining the costs and benefits of
inventory reductions including quality costs, inventory carrying costs, and environmental
costs.
In addition to creating the need to modify traditional manufacturing theories, the
job-shop environment provides specific challenges in on-time delivery of its made-to-
order products. In order to address the order of processing, a company must introduce a
measurement for lateness. Using the new measurement to determine processing order can
meet some cultural resistance which must be overcome before the system can be
improved. In addition to cultural resistance, there are issues pertaining to the
interchangability of equipment. If each piece of equipment has different capabilities, the
flexibility of a production center is severely limited. This limit of flexibility greatly
increases the complexity of the scheduling system as well as the difficulties in the
scheduler's job. In order to address on time delivery, a plant must have overcapacity to
process the on schedule material as well as the future ordered material. If the plant does
not have the excess capacity, on time delivery will suffer. In order to address this issue,
this paper suggests keeping records of the causes for not processing material in order.
These issues should be presented to an engineering and management group in order to be
resolved.
Finally, this paper raises the issue that implementing a synchronous
manufacturing system is not just designing the system correctly, but encouraging all plant
workers to engage in flexible systems thinking. The purpose of the section is not to
imply that there is a correct way to implement a strategic and cultural change, but to raise
awareness that the effort has a much better chance at success if it is viewed as a broad
change and not just isolated areas of change. In this section a few of the specific issues
encountered during this study were raised including measurement systems, expedited
batch runs, and training.
There once was a time when the plant could count on its advanced technology and
patents to guarantee profitability. Those days are past. Designing and successfully
implementing a synchronous manufacturing system will help the plant in this study to
become much more competitive in an increasingly competitive market. I hope that this
paper provides the reader with a better understanding of the manufacturing system in
which they currently operate as well as how their specific plant might design an improved
manufacturing system. And, although this paper does not provide all the tools needed to
fully implement the system, it should provide a strong base with which the reader can
customize and expand to meet his/her individual needs.
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